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Application Note No. AN072

Light guides

Application Note
Valid for:
Multi TOPLED® / SYNIOS®
CHIPLED® / Micro SIDELED®
Multi CHIPLED® / Multi SIDELED®
Multi TOPLED®

Abstract
Light guides are used wherever the light of a light source should be distributed
homogeneously over a particular area, when there is a spatial distance between light source
and the area which is to be illuminated. Some application examples utilizing light guides are
LCD backlighting or marking, such as dash boards, road marking or step marking.
This application note provides information on the various designs of light guides and the
utilization of LEDs as light sources for this light guides.
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A. Application fields
Following some applications examples utilizing light guides are listed:
•

LCD Backlighting, such as car radio, mobile phone, mulitmeter

•

Marking, such as dash boards, status indication of electronic systems,
road-marking, step-marking (on the wall, on the steps), seat-marking: (e.g.
Theater, cinema,... colored or white, with numbers or letters), ambiencelighting inside furniture (cupboard, shelf), design-light-effects (at furniture’s
e.g table, bed, ambience-light), advertisement lighting (e.g. backlighted
letters, profiles), emergency exit light

This application note is confined with the LED as light source for light guides. A
light guide module is a combination of the light guide itself and LED‘s mounted
to a circuit substrate. Light guides are used in a wide range of application fields.
Due to the wide variety of light guide designs and applications, use of light
guides with LED‘s as lighting element is an ideal combination. The use of
conventional lamps such as incandescent lamp or fluorescent tubes with light
guides is also possible. However, due to the wide radiation angle and the large
package of conventional lamps, LED‘s are much more suitable for light guide
systems. Detailed information about advantages of LEDs are given in the chapter
„Reasons for the need of LED instead of incandescent lamps and fluorescent
tube“.

B. Basic principle
To gain better understanding on how light is guided into a light guide system,
some fundamental theories are considered first. A light guide is a non absorbing
material, constructed to transport light. A light guide uses the mechanism of
reflection caused by two materials with a different refractive index. It transports
light from one location to another, by using total reflection of light at the
boundary to the surrounding medium.
Consider a light ray which crosses through an interface at an incident angle
(Figure 1). The interface is the boundary between two light transparent mediums.
The mediums have the refractive index values designated n1 and n2, provided
n2 > n1. Further the incidence angle is defined as ε1, the refraction angle is
defined as ε2.
Snell’s law as defined:

n 1  sin   1  = n 2  sin   2 

1

Implication form Snell’s law is that at the transition from an optical skinner
medium to a heavier medium is, the light ray is refracted to the plump. In the
reserved case (heavier -> skinner) the light ray is refracted from the plump.
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Figure 1: Light ray crossing through an interface at an incident angle
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Total internal reflection:
When the refracted angle of a light ray reaches 90° out of the light guide, the
angle is defined as the critical angle εg (Figure 2, ε2). For an incident angle ε > εg
the forayed light ray is totally reflected on the boundary.
Figure 2: Critical angle
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n2 > n1

Maximum allowable angle εg (critical angle) for the light ray is reached when the
refraction angle is 90°.

n1
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n1
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n2
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The anterior contemplation’s are essential for in-coupling transport and outcouplling of light in light guide systems.
Fresnel loss:
At the transition of a boundary, losses are caused by reflection. These losses are
termed as Fresnel loss.
n1 – n2 2
Fresnel loss = 100   ---------------- %
4
 n 1 + n 2
Loss at the boundary air to plastic (refraction index ~1.5) is approx. 4 %.
The preceded theoretical considerations are fundamental for light guide design.
Light guide design can be split into the following parts:
•

Light coupling into the light guide

•

Light transport inside the light guide

•

Light coupling out of the light guide

C. Light guide design
Luminous flux coupling of LED light into a light guide
For maximum performance using an LED light source, it is important to build a
system with high coupling efficiency. For a light guide module and a light guide
mounted to a PCB, using SIDELED®´s from OSRAM Opto Semiconductors is a
very good solution. Table 1 points out different possibilities for LED light
coupling into a light guide. Advantages and disadvantages are listed.
The following describes the basics for light guide design. A smooth surface of a
light guide is important at the in-coupling side to achieve a good uniform
coupling and to avoid reflections (Figure 3).
Figure 3: In-coupling and reflections

Fresnel loss
LED
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Table 1: Different possibilities for LED light coupling into a light guide
Set on light guide

“Inside” light guide

Lens

Flat

Lens

Flat

- Transition from
LED to light
guide (interface)

- Transition from
LED to light
guide (interface)
without indexmatching

+ good interface
LED to light
guide

+ good interface
LED to light
guide

- Large distance
caused by lens

+ slight distance
(space saving)

- Hole in light guide
(tooling costs)

- hole in light guide
(tooling costs)

- narrow incidence
angle
- long hot spot

+ slight hot spot
length, better
with indexmatching (but
cost intensive)

- long hot spot

+ slight hot spot
length, better
with indexmatching
+ wide incident
angle

- mounting depth

- mounting depth

Property of light guiding
To lead light inside a light guide, it is important to have a high reflectance at the
boundary. A good reflectance is reached with a smooth surface (total internally
reflection). Improvement in reflection can be achieved by adding a silver foil or
white painted surface. Another possible reflector is a reflective box surrounding
the light guide on the non LED edges. Diagonal ray`s less than the critical angle
are reflected which would otherwise escape without a reflection coating.
For light out-coupling of the light guide a defined roughness on the out-coupling
surface is necessary. This so called “dot structure” is made during the molding
or as an additional process of printing.
Light out-coupling of a light guide
A diffused surface is necessary to present random angles to internal light rays.
This causes the light ray's to escape from the light guide.
An application example of a light guide is described in Figure 4. Light is being
coupled into the light guide from one side. The objective is to achieve an uniform
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out-coupling intensity over the whole out-coupling area. Caused by a changing
luminous flux (by light out-coupling) inside the light guide over its length, makes
it necessary to achieve an adapted change of out-coupling efficiency. For the
luminous flux distribution inside the light guide, the following boundary
conditions are assumed:
•

Continuous rough surface on one side.

•

No reflectors on the other surfaces.

Figure 4: Example of a light guide
PCB
SIDELED‘s

Outcoupling surface
Light guide

Luminous ﬂux
Length

Below possible setup variations are described.
Rough surface
A roughened surface enables the possibility to built-up a light guide with a
continuous output intensity very fast (Figure 5). Such an element is e.g.
produced with sandpaper. This method is just usable for sample production.
Figure 5: Rough surface
Continuous roughened surface (schematic)

LED‘s

Light guide

Rough dot surface on backside
Another possible setup is to bring-up small rough surface dots on the backside
of the light guide (Figure 6). By varying the number and density of these dots, it
is possible to vary the out-coupling coefficient. To avoid light spots, it is
necessary to bring-up the rough dots on the backside of the light guide. By
reflecting light to the out-coupling side via a reflector through a diffuser, it is
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possible to achieve a very uniform radiation of the light guide. The rough dots are
printed on the light guide surface.
Figure 6: Rough dot surface on backside

Rough site

Light guide (extract)

Microdots
By including small hemispheres on the light guide, it is possible to setup defined
out-coupling spots (Figure 7). By changing the number of dots per area unit over
the length of the light guide, it is possible to achieve a uniform intensity. In most
applications, it is important to use a diffusion foil on the microdots. The dots can
be brought up on top or bottom side of the light guide. Such dots are usually
produced during the molding process of the light guides.
Figure 7: Microdots
Microdots
LED‘s

Light guide
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Reflector
If a light guide only radiates from one side, it is useful to setup all other sides as
a reflector. Figure 8 shows a possible setup of a light guide with reflectors on all
not radiating sides.
Figure 8: Possible setup of a light guide with reflectors on all not radiating sides
Light guide

Light radiation
Diffusor

PCB
Reﬂection

SIDELED‘s

Diffuser
To achieve an uniform light radiation of a light guide, it is very useful to place a
diffuser foil in front of the radiating side. With a diffuser foil an uniform and
vectored radiation is achieved.
Hot spots
At the incidence area, hot spots are caused by the radiation angle of the LED
(Figure 9). Hot spot means that the LED spot causes non homogeneous regions
at the in-coupling side. Depending on the radiation angle and the light guide
material, such hot spots have a different expansion inside the light guide. The
aim is to keep the hot spots in the outer rim of the light guide to cover them in
the application.
Figure 9: Hot spots
Light guide
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Setup variations
Possible setup variants are sketched in Figure 10.
Figure 10: Possible setup variations
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D. Advantages of LED
Reasons for the usage of LED instead of incandescent lamp or flourescent tube
are:
•

Small package dimension

•

Shock resistance

•

Radiation angle

•

Slight weight

•

High reliability / longer lifetime

•

Lower power consumption at colored applications

•

Better light coupling properties in light guides because of special designed
viewing angles

•

Usages of SMD pick & place machines

Small package dimensions
On important factor in the light guide design of lamp modules is to provide the
smallest package size possible. By a small package size, the design possibilities
of the system increase dramatically. With conventional lamps it is necessary to
build a large housing, that is dependent on the lamp dimensions. Thus, the
design liberty of light guide systems is restricted by the lamp size.
Shock resistance
Compared to incandescent lamps, LEDs are very insensitive against mechanical
shock. An LED is constructed without any moving components and is a very
compact design that resists high mechanical shock over a long period.
The construction of an LED consists of a chip e.g. sitting in a reflector cup that
is attached to a metal lead frame. The connection to the second lead frame is
done with a wire bond. All of this is encapsulated with special optical grade
epoxy. In Surface Mount Technology (SMT) the chip is sitting on a flat lead frame
inside a package that is formed to a reflector. The epoxy is then casted in this
package, shaping another encapsulated form. Unlike an incandescent lamp
there is no delicate glass cover or fragile long thin wire filament to break. This is
very important particularly for mobile phone and automotive applications.
Radiation angle
There are various LED packages that have different radiation angles offered from
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors. It is possible to select LEDs with an optimal
radiation angle for a specific application. Conventional lamps usually radiate
360°. Reflectors expand the size of the system which causes larger packages.
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Less weight
One of the most important factors of an LED is its low weight. The weight of a
classical TOPLED® is only about 35 mg. This low weight is negligible to the
weight of PCB, solder and light guide. Compared to incandescent lamps the
weight of a LED is only several percent. Low package size together with its
weight offers many opportunities in light guide designs.
High reliability
The average life time of incandescent lamps is in the range of 1,000 hours, of
fluorescent tubes 12,000 hours. The definition of MTTF (Mean Time To Failure) is
different for conventional lamps and LEDs. MTTF for conventional lamps is the
statistical average time till a catastrophic failure for a given type of lamps. To
achieve this value, a specific quantity of lamps are tested at specified conditions.
The time, when one half of the lamps being tested have failed due to a
catastrophic failure is taken as the Mean Time To Failure. MTTF of LEDs is the
calculated time between possible catastrophic failures of a given type of LED
device. Catastrophic failure is described, that the LED does not occur during the
lifetime testing, which is based on high operating temperature, when operated
under certain conditions (usually 85 °C and max. forward current).
LEDs, as with all light sources, have a gradual decrease in intensity over time.
When LEDs emit 50 % of their original light output, they are considered to have
reached the end of their useful operating lifetime. For OSRAM Opto
Semiconductors high brightness LEDs estimated average light output
degradation is less than 40 % after 100,000 hours. This degradation time is valid
for a temperature of 85 %C and high current (e.g. Power TOPLED® in Amber,
Imax = 70 mA). For continuous operation a lifetime over 10 years is estimated,
causing no need of replacement of LED's. For occasional operation, lifetime is
increased due to the non operating time.
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors possess a high packaging know how in order to
assure perfect and economical processing. OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
LED`s in SMT and through hole packages are developed and qualified for worst
case climate conditions. They meet the high automotive specifications with test
conditions at 85 °C and 85 % relative humidity. In addition, they are qualified for
over 500 temperature cycles (TC) from – 40 °C to 85 °C.
Lower power consumption at colored applications
Another important advantage of LED is the low energy consumption. The
operating costs of colored LED's are much less than that of corresponding
conventional lamps, largely because of reduced energy costs. Incandescent
bulbs convert the majority of power consumed in heat rather than in visible light.
The efficiency of incandescent bulbs is about 5 %. In addition, for colored
applications, color filters are used to convert the white light in to the desired
color. For red, filters cut almost 93 % of the produced light. For the yellow signal
the filter transmits only 15 – 25 % of the light and the filter for the green signal
only 9 %, which reduces the efficiency of the system. By contrast, the amount of
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heat produced by the LED in Watt is trivial compared to a traditional bulb. LEDs
are monochromatic light sources and emit light in narrow clearly defined parts of
the visible spectrum. Thus, no filter is necessary to ensure a correct color.
The efficiency of LEDs has tremendously increased in the past few years. Higher
efficiencies are achieved through powerful processing and advanced
technology, such as InGaAlP and InGaN materials. The yellow 590 nm LED has
an efficiency of 15 lm/W, the orange 605 nm LED has an efficiency of even
20 lm/W.
Better light coupling properties
Caused by the radiation angle of LEDs, which is fixed by the package design, an
ideal light coupling into a light guide sets possible. Through the small package
design and the very good radiation angle the light coupling efficiency of LEDs is
several times better than conventional lamps. The viewing angle of TOPLED®
and SIDELED® LEDs is 120°. With this radiation angle, a good coupling
efficiency is reached and ling hot spots are obviated.
Usage of SMD pick & place machines
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors SMD LEDs are mountable with standard high
speed pick and place machines and standard soldering methods (such as reflow
of TTW-soldering). This causes cost reduction for PCB and mounting especially
when other SMD components are getting assembled.
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Don't forget: LED Light for you is your place to
be whenever you are looking for information or
worldwide partners for your LED Lighting
project.
www.ledlightforyou.com
ABOUT OSRAM OPTO SEMICONDUCTORS
OSRAM, Munich, Germany is one of the two leading light manufacturers in the world. Its subsidiary, OSRAM
Opto Semiconductors GmbH in Regensburg (Germany), offers its customers solutions based on semiconductor technology for lighting, sensor and visualization applications. OSRAM Opto Semiconductors has production sites in Regensburg (Germany), Penang (Malaysia) and Wuxi (China). Its headquarters for North America
is in Sunnyvale (USA), and for Asia in Hong Kong. OSRAM Opto Semiconductors also has sales offices throughout the world. For more information go to www.osram-os.com.
DISCLAIMER
PLEASE CAREFULLY READ THE BELOW TERMS AND CONDITIONS BEFORE USING THE INFORMATION SHOWN HEREIN. IF YOU DO NOT AGREE WITH ANY OF THESE TERMS AND CONDITIONS, DO
NOT USE THE INFORMATION.
The information provided in this general information document was formulated using the utmost care; however, it is provided by OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH on an “as is” basis. Thus, OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH does not expressly or implicitly assume any warranty or liability whatsoever in relation to this
information, including – but not limited to – warranties for correctness, completeness, marketability, fitness
for any specific purpose, title, or non-infringement of rights. In no event shall OSRAM Opto Semiconductors
GmbH be liable – regardless of the legal theory – for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, exemplary, consequential, or punitive damages arising from the use of this information. This limitation shall apply even if
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH has been advised of possible damages. As some jurisdictions do not
allow the exclusion of certain warranties or limitations of liabilities, the above limitations and exclusions might
not apply. In such cases, the liability of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH is limited to the greatest extent
permitted in law.
OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH may change the provided information at any time without giving notice
to users and is not obliged to provide any maintenance or support related to the provided information. The
provided information is based on special conditions, which means that the possibility of changes cannot be
precluded.
Any rights not expressly granted herein are reserved. Other than the right to use the information provided in
this document, no other rights are granted nor shall any obligations requiring the granting of further rights be
inferred. Any and all rights and licenses regarding patents and patent applications are expressly excluded.
It is prohibited to reproduce, transfer, distribute, or store all or part of the content of this document in any form
without the prior written permission of OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH unless required to do so in accordance with applicable law.

OSRAM Opto Semiconductors GmbH
Head office:
Leibnizstr. 4
93055 Regensburg
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www.osram-os.com
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